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Solutions to Emerging Problems
The growth in commercial credit has presented an exciting revenue opportunity for 
commercial banks, yet most struggle to capitalize on it because they lack the technical 
capabilities and process automation expertise needed to cost-effectively originate and 
service loans. 

This development is forcing IT executives to rethink traditional approaches to 
commercial lending that will ultimately improve margins and protect market share from 
nontraditional lenders. Technology executives must answer the critical question: “How 
do I deliver the optimal technology portfolio to provide a cost-effective credit lifecycle 
management solution?”

The answer to this important question affects a number of urgent decisions, including: 

 ■ How to capture the increased demand for commercial credit while increasing loan 
profitability,

 ■ How to outsource expensive lending functions while maintaining or improving risk 
and service levels, and

 ■ How to create “servicing” capabilities that differentiate from non-bank lenders.

Expanded Support for Members
As members’ needs evolve, so too does our support. In 2015, we will provide new 
resources, such as:

 ■ An IT and business alignment diagnostic tool to evaluate your firm’s readiness 
to adopt new lending technology,

 ■ A commercial lender guide to understand competitors and products, and

 ■ A regulatory resource center to provide updates to lending and capital requirement 
regulations that will impact your lending decisions and allow you to better manage risk.

Always-On Resources

Unlock Your Potential in 2015: 
Optimizing Portfolio Technologies
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